
 

READY-PRO
NEUTRAL ANTISTATIC DETERGENT FOR LAMINATES 

READY  PRO  is  a  ready  to  use  perfumed  detergent,  specific  for  the 
cleaning of laminate floors. Thanks to antistatic feature, it helps the pad 
to  catch  the  dust  and  delay  its  formation  on  the  floor.  READY-PRO 
cleans and gives to the surface a uniform aspect without leaving spots or 
halos. It is suitable on all washable hard surfaces.
The product is very efficient against dirt, it is sufficient to spray it on the 
surface  to  clean  without  rinsing;  the  quantity  of  water  on  laminate  is 
reduced to the minimum.

Technical data
Physical characteristics  (20°C – 60% R.H.)

Aspect Light blue liquid Specific gravity 1,00 gr/cm³
Viscosity (FORD 4) 10’’

Storage and Labelling
Storage in original packaging 
at ambient temperature 12 months Symbols of risk NONE

Packaging Spray of 750 ml 

Application
Directly  spray  READY-PRO  on  the  surface  to  clean  and  immediately  spread  it 
homogeneously using a damp and well wrung cloth. 
No rinse is needed. The surface dries quickly without leaving spots or marks. 
In the case of strong dirt (black heels marks, grease, etc) spray the product on the area, let it 
work for few minutes then carefully use a sponge or a soft cotton cloth. 

Notes

  Laminate floors are made of a wooden substrate which can have dimensional 
changes if wet or damp; that is why it is necessary to reduce as much as possible 
the quantity of water used for the cleaning. Always use well wrung cloths or pads 
and avoid water stagnation.  

 For a major protection against water, the floor joints can be previously sealed with 
SIGIL CLACK.

 Always shake before using the product.

Safety rules
FOR PROFESSIONAL USE ONLY. Strictly respect the information reported on the labels
and consult safety data sheet before use.

Reference norm: Eu.Reg.648/2004 and following amendments and adjustments . 
It  contains  non-ionic  surfactants  with  biodegradability  >90%  in  a  concentration  <5%, 
perfumes.

Disposing of waste
Dispose not used product and empty containers in accordance of local in force regulations.

WARNING: The information reported in the present technical data sheet are for guidance only and they do not
hold our responsibility. Adapt the use of our products to the environmental conditions and materials to be treated.
REV.1  03-03-2009               Current Technical Data Sheet replaces the previous one.
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